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The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)'s Organization for Scientific Area Committees for Forensic Science (OSAC) would
like to engage with standards
developing organizations
(SDOs) that are currently or
are willing to support the development of standards for the forensic science industry.
The launch of the OSAC in February 2014 has led to an increase in demand for the development of forensic science standards
within SDOs. OSAC is seeking to establish an exhaustive list of current
or future SDOs that service the standards needs of the forensic science
industry.This information will provide the 33 OSAC Units, consisting of
542 members and approximately 190 affiliates, potential venues for their
forensic science discipline-specific standards development activities.
To inform the work of the OSAC, we are extending an invitation to participate in an OSAC sponsored webinar to existing or future SDOs that
are or will become involved in forensic science related documentary
standards. The webinar will be broadcast to the OSAC and provide each
SDO with an opportunity to share information about their organization,
structure, standards development processes and technical relevance.
If you are an SDO and would like to be included in our outreach efforts,
please contact Karen Reczek, OSAC Quality Infrastructure Chair.

The NEDIAI Journal is the official publication of the New England Division of the International Association for Identification. Statements, opinions or views expressed in articles contained in the
Journal do not necessarily represent those of the NEDIAI nor the agency employing the article’s author(s). NEDIAI neither guarantees, warrants, nor endorses the statements, opinions, views, or
techniques presented unless otherwise noted, but offers information to the readership. Articles published may contain processes utilizing chemicals or combinations of chemicals which may be
hazardous or potentially hazardous to the user’s health. It is strongly recommended that appropriate caution and procedures be exercised when using hazardous or potentially hazardous chemicals
or combinations of chemicals where the hazards are not fully known.
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Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont
Maine

16 December 2015
Greetings NEDIAI members,
Our 22nd Annual Educational Conference concluded almost a month ago and as the dust settles, I would like to take
this final opportunity to thank everyone for their continued support of our organization.
I was very pleased to be approached by so many of you in Burlington with positive feedback about your experiences at the conference. It is no small undertaking to plan one of these events and we are all fortunate that we have
members whom willingly and energetically donate their time and efforts to making the conferences happen. New
volunteers come forward each and every year and that is a tremendous indicator of the caliber of people that comprise the NEDIAI.

I would like to personally thank everyone for their support, kind words and encouragement over the past year. I
am honored to have served again as your president and I was truly touched by the recognition I received at our annual business meeting. I am proud to call you my friends and colleagues.
As we move forward into the new year, I hope all members will strive to become more involved in this organization. There are many opportunities to pitch in and we are always looking for new ideas. If you are interested in
helping out, please check our website or contact a member of the executive board. We would love to hear your
thoughts!
Finally, I would like to wish the best of luck to 2016 President Rachel Camper. Rachel has already been hard at
work planning for the 23rd annual educational conference and I have no doubt she will perform fantastically as our
next leader.

I wish you all a safe and prosperous 2016!
Respectfully,
Jason Covey
President

Excellence through Knowledge
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Letter from the Editor
Hello everyone,
Another year has gone by as well as another successful conference. Thank you to everyone who
took the time to help put it together and participate. Our members are what make these conferences worthwhile! Additional thanks to our vendors for their continued support.
Our 2016 conference will be held in Massachusetts and I encourage everyone to help out if they
can. We’d love to hear any feedback on things you liked, or maybe didn’t like, so we can continue to improve and make the most out of this time for our members. Check our website and Facebook page for updates.
Wishing you all a happy holiday season,
Amanda

Louis Cataldo (1920—2015)
Louis Cataldo, of Barnstable, MA, passed away October 2, 2015 at the age of 95. The son of Lawrence Cataldo and Angela (Ciampa) Cataldo, he was raised in East Boston and Winthrop, MA. Louis
was the husband of Lora Gardner Cataldo for 65 years, until her death in 2012.
Louis was a Cape Cod resident for 66 years. He graduated from Winthrop High School in 1938, and
served in the United States Navy during World War II aboard the USS Randolph at Iwo Jima, Okinawa, and Tokyo Bay. He then graduated from the National Academy of Broadcasting, and worked as a
recording engineer at the U.S. House and Senate.
While in Washington, D.C., Louis met and married his wife who was working in the office of Secretary
of State Edward Stettinius. The couple married in June, 1947 and settled on Cape Cod, Massachusetts where they raised three sons.
Louis served 25 years as Director of the Barnstable County Bureau of Criminal Investigations (BCI).
While there he pioneered advancements in fingerprint technology which led to J. Edgar Hoover's recommendation that he attend the FBI National Academy's 64th Class in Washington, D.C . During his career, he contributed to investigations for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the 1960s, including the Brinks Robbery and Boston Strangler cases. Lou
was appointed Chief of Police for the Town of Dennis in 1974, and later formed his own detective agency.
Louis was President of the Massachusetts Police Training Officers Association, Regional Vice President of the International Association for Identification, Chairman of the Barnstable County Public Safety Council, Coordinator of the Cape Cod Investigators Association, and was a member of the Massachusetts Deputy Sheriff’s Association, National Sheriff’s Association, and Veterans of Foreign Wars.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis was a past member of our IAI organizations and was awarded the NEDIAI lifetime achievement. He developed a system for
identifying fingerprints similar to the algorithm used on our present day AFIS, among other things. Thank you to Paul Souza for the
update on Mr. Cataldo. For the full obituary, please visit: http://www.ccgfuneralhome.com/obit/louis-cataldo.
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Who, What, WHEN: Determining the Age of Fingerprints
From NIST Tech Beat: August 24, 2015
Contact: Mark Bello
301-975-3776

Watch the imprint of a tire track in soft mud, and it will slowly blur, the ridges of the pattern gradually flowing
into the valleys. Researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have tested the
theory that a similar effect could be used to give forensic scientists something they’ve long wished for: A way
to date fingerprints.
In a proof-of-concept paper published in Analytical Chemistry,*
NIST chemists Shin Muramoto and Edward Sisco tested the
idea that you could tell how old a fingerprint is by the degree
to which the biomolecules, such as fatty acids, in the fingerprint’s ridges have migrated down into the valleys. There have
been a number of proposals for fingerprint dating in recent
years, but the technique used by Muramoto and Sisco has a
potential advantage in that it doesn’t depend on chemical
changes in the fingerprint, which are highly dependent on circumstances. Rather, it depends primarily on molecular weight
and fairly well-understood models of molecular diffusion.
Even the approximate age of a fingerprint can have a critical
bearing on forensic results. It can rule out some prints as being too old to be relevant to a crime scene or, conversely, to
help fix the time of the crime. Military forensics experts would
like to be able to date the multitude of fingerprints found on
improvised bombs used by insurgents to winnow out prints of
individuals who may simply have handled the components in a
shop from those of the actual bombmakers. But a reliable
technique has yet to be found.

Chemical imaging of a fingerprint shows the relative distribution of palmitic acid (green) and the more immobile waxy
residue (red) when freshly deposited (left) and after 72 hours
(right), showing the migration of the palmitic acid.

“People have tried for 30 or 40 years to date fingerprints, usually by looking at changes in bulk chemical properties,” says Sisco, but the specific chemical make-up of a fingerprint varies hugely from person to person, and
the chemical changes with time depend heavily on the environment.
“We map chemical composition with a submicrometer resolution and look at how the compounds move,” Sisco
says, explaining that most of the material deposited in a fingerprint initially is in the ridges of the pattern, but
over time it diffuses down into the valleys. Smaller molecules move faster, heavier ones slower, but all can be
modeled with a standard function for molecular diffusion.
The NIST paper only reports on aging fingerprints up to four days, but Sisco says that in fact, “you can distinguish between the first day and a week, between a week and a month, between a month and four months.”
The primary instrument, an imaging mass spectrometer, is not exactly a field device, and the NIST experiments used ideal test subjects: single prints deposited on polished silicon surfaces.
Given the promising results of their initial study, the NIST researchers say the next steps are to test the technique over longer timespans, on more realistic surfaces such as metal or paint, and under more uneven environmental conditions.
For more, see the Analytical Chemistry story and video interview on the paper.
* S. Muramoto and E. Sisco. Strategies for potential age dating of fingerprints through the diffusion of sebum
molecules on a nonporous surface analyzed using time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry. Anal.
Chem., Articles ASAP Publication Date (Web): July 17, 2015 DOI: 10.1021/acs.analchem.5b02018.
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Justice Department Announces New Accreditation Policies to Advance
Forensic Science
Department of Justice
Office of Public Affairs
Monday, December 7, 2015

Deputy Attorney General Sally Quillian Yates announced today that the Justice Department will, within the next five
years, require department-run forensic labs to obtain and maintain accreditation and require all department prosecutors to use accredited labs to process forensic evidence when practicable. Additionally, the department has decided to use its grant funding mechanisms to encourage other labs around the country to pursue accreditation.
The new policies arose out of recommendations made by the National Commission of Forensic Science (NCFS),
which was established to advance the field of forensic science and make suggestions to the Attorney General on how
to ensure that reliable and scientifically valid evidence is used when solving crimes. The Attorney General made the
decision to implement several of the commission’s recommendations last week and the Deputy Attorney General,
who serves as co-chair of the NCFS, announced their adoption at a meeting of the commission today.
“The department believes that accreditation is one of the most important tools for ensuring that forensic science is
practiced in a reliable, scientifically rigorous way,” said Deputy Attorney General Yates. “Accreditation provides valuable oversight by ensuring that someone outside the participating laboratory has confirmed that the lab is following their required procedures. We support accreditation and we want to expand accreditation as widely as possible.”
Though department forensic labs at ATF, DEA and FBI are already accredited, the new policy will ensure that, by
2020, those labs will have to maintain that accreditation. Also by 2020, department prosecutors will be required to
use accredited forensic labs when it is practicable. The Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA) has been directed to develop guidance that will ensure the successful implementation of this new policy in the field.

The new policy does not apply to digital forensic labs. Instead, the Deputy Attorney General has asked the NCFS to
develop separate recommendations on accrediting of labs that conduct digital forensic work, given the difference in
the practices of forensic analysis of digital evidence.
As a result of the commission’s recommendations, the Attorney General also has directed two changes to the department’s grant funding in an effort to encourage and support state and local forensic labs in the process of becoming
accredited. First, solicitations for both Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant funding and Paul Coverdell Forensic Science Improvement Grant funding will be re-drafted to make clear that applicants can use this money to seek accreditation, because labs have not always used these funds to seek accreditation. Second, relevant discretionary grant programs at the Office of Justice Programs will be modified to give preferences to labs that will use
the money to obtain accreditation. These applicants will get a “plus factor,” increasing their likelihood of getting the
money they need.
Accreditation assesses a forensic lab’s capacity to generate and interpret results in a particular forensic discipline
and helps to ensure an ongoing compliance to industry and applicable international standards. An independent accrediting body assesses and monitors the quality of the lab’s management system by examining factors that include
staff competence; method validation; appropriateness of test methods; calibration and maintenance of test equipment; testing environment and quality assurance data. Accreditation is one way to increase the quality of work and
reducing the likelihood of errors.
Based on further recommendations by the NCFS, the Deputy Attorney General also announced that the department
will help to establish an interagency working group aimed at bringing higher levels of scientific rigor and reliability
to the field of medico-legal death investigation (MDI). The department has asked the White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy to help convene the working group, which would focus on a broad range of MDI issues. Though the department does not conduct its own MDI– which is typically handled by state and local agencies
– it believes an interagency group will help accomplish the goals of the NCFS in strengthening the MDI field.
_______________________________________________________________________________
See the Attorney General’s memo on page 12
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Just for Fun—Weird New England Laws
New Hampshire:
 You may not tap your feet, nod your head, or in any way keep time to the music in a tavern, restaurant, or café
 It is illegal to pick seaweed up off the beach
 You may not run machinery on Sundays
Massachusetts:
 At a wake, mourners may not eat more than three sandwiches
 No gorilla is allowed in the backseat of any car
 Tomatoes may not be used in the production of clam chowder
Rhode Island:
 No one may bite off another’s leg
 It is considered an offense to throw pickle juice on a trolley
 You must make a loud noise before passing a car on the left
Maine:
 You may not step out of a plane in flight
 After January 14th you will be charged a fine for having Christmas decorations still up
 It is illegal to bite a landlord under any circumstances
Vermont:
 It is illegal to tie your giraffe to a telephone pole
 Doves must not be kept in a freezer
 Women must obtain written permission from their husbands to wear false teeth
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OSAC Recruiting Applicants for New Crime Scene Subcommittee
October 29, 2015
Contact: Sabrina Springer
301-975-4824

The Organization of Scientific Area Committees (OSAC) is
currently recruiting applicants for a new subcommittee, the
Crime Scene Investigation Subcommittee.

The Crime Scene Investigation Subcommittee will focus on the
standards and guidelines related to the investigation of crime
scenes including the search for, documentation of, collection
of, and preservation of evidence associated with a crime scene. The Subcommittee will report to the Crime Scene/Death
Investigation Scientific Area Committee.

Prospective members should complete the OSAC Application
Form.

Existing OSAC applicants or members who would like to be
considered for this Subcommittee should email Forensics.

The initial application period will be open until November 30, 2015 and all non-selected applicants will remain
in the application pool and be eligible to fill future membership vacancies and to serve as an affiliate on OSAC
Task Groups.

Footwear and Tire Subcommittee has noted a need for additional applicants to fill member and affiliate positions.

“ Success is never final. Failure is never fatal. It is courage that
counts.”
-Winston Churchill
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Thank you!
To all of our members,
presenters, vendors, and
attendees, thank you for
helping with another
successful conference. See
you next year in
Massachusetts!
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*Photo credit to Bob Gallagher—taken during a Painting with Light Workshop with Mark Zabinski
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TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Advanced Footwear Impression Examination Class
Date: September 19-23, 2016
Location: NH DOS
33 Hazen Dr, Concord, NH 03305
Instructors: William J. Bodziak
(wbodziak@earthlink.net) and Lesley Hammer
(hammer.forensics@gmail.com)
Tuition: $850

Advanced Sequential Processing—A Hands on
Workshop
Date: June 14-17, 2016
Location: BostonPolice Dept
1 Schroeder Plaza, Boston, MA
Instructor: Brian Dalrymple
Tuition: $600
Host contact: Rachel Camper
(Rachel.camper@pd.boston.gov)

Documentation, Collection, and Preservation of
Footwear and Tire Track Evidence
Date: April 18-22, 2016
Location: Auburn Police Dept
99 Auburn St, Auburn, MA 01501
Instructor: Dwane Hilderbrand
Tuition: $545
Host contact: Brittany Howard
(Brittany@forensicpieces.com)

Did you know?
NEDIAI is on Facebook!
You can search “New England
Division I.A.I.” and “like” the page
to stay up-to-date with current
events, local trainings, and all
your
member info updates!

N. E . D.I . A .I . J OURNAL
ONE SCHROEDER PLAZA
L ATENT PRINT UNIT
BOSTON, MA
0 2 1 2 0

Happy New Year!
See you in 2016!
WE ARE ON THE WEB!
www.NEDIAI.org

